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Sexualizing your Children

MORE UNDENIABLE

with "Value Clarification

TRUTH ABOUT "CHOICE"
This article and the links

Education"

embedded are to me the
most important article to

The National Sexuality
Standards are going to be

date on the subject of
education reform. I stronly
encourage you to read and

shoved down our throats
very soon and you MUST
understand the true
underpinnings of what is
taking place. They will use
bullying as the tool to make
people comply. After all
who doesn't want to stop
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OH WHAT A TANGLED WEB WE WEAVE HERE IN
TENNESSEE

study the information
provided by Anita Hoge. If
people continue to bury

Just in case you had any doubts that many of our

their heads in the sand

legislators are bought and paid for just read this
article. In the last election Tennessee legislators

about the true agenda
behind Charters/Vouchers

(most of them Republicans) were rewarded
handsomely for their support of Ms. Rhee's

/Choice then we might as
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bullying. They will make

progressive agenda to destroy traditional teachers

well just leave Common

bullying all about
homosexuality and

and privatize schools. And she is back again in
2014 to spread the wealth. Senator Gresham, Rep.

Core in place and go back
to watching TV. The

transgender equality in an
effort to make their

DeBerry, Senator Dickerson just to name a few
received big pay outs from Students First in 2012.

research and the proof
about the real agenda

behavior normal and

Looking at Students First IRS 990 form you can see

behind CHOICE is out there

heterosexual behavior evil.
Be VERY aware of what

a list of the campaigns in which they contributed
money. Out of the TOP 15 contribution amounts 9

if people would only look at
it and use some common

your children are being

of our Tennessee state legislators were listed. 60%

sense while connecting the

taught in school about
sexuality. In my opinion the

of Students First largest contributions went to
Tennessee legislators. And that was the top 15

dots. Anita Hoge is not
some right wing nut case.

school has no business

across the country not just in the state of

She is a respected

teaching our children about
sex and sexual behavior.

Tennessee.
KNOX NEWS MS. RHEE BACK IN TOWN

education researcher and
historian. CHOICE is part

Not sure if you are aware of
this or not but they now

Attached is a spreadsheet that lists all the members

of the agenda and if we
stop CC and don't stop

classify pedophilia a sexual

of the House and Senate Education Committees and

Choice we have not

preference instead of rape
of a minor child. PLEASE

the contributions (reported but not complete) from
Students First. I threw in contributions from TEA

stopped anything. CHOICE
will continue and Common

do your homework on this

too. This is not a complete list of legislators that

Core will come back as

subject. Understand the
agenda. KNOW what your

received contributions from Students First.
Students First is run by a progressive liberal

something else and two will
meet up for the complete

child is being taught. And

Democrat. Now why would they be sharing so much

collapse of the system.

stand up against teaching
YOUR child about sex and

of their wealth with Republican candidates? When it
comes to pushing their agenda they have no

ARTICLE

sexuality. That is a parents
job not the job of the

problem crossing party lines. Believe me SF (like
any other special interest) expects something in

school.

return for their money. SF hates teachers, teacher

ARTICLE

unions and everything about traditional public
education. We all know there is room for
improvement but replacing our schools with
Charters and our CERTIFIED Teachers with
UN-CERTIFIED Teachers from Teach For America is
NOT the answer. The answer is to get the federal
government OUT of education COMPLETELY and
convince our elected officials by the power of the
ballot box that we will no longer accept their funding
their campaign by taking money (and the strings
attached) from groups that hold an agenda that is
diabolically opposed to conservative, constitutional
values just to get elected. They need to get out and

MUST WATCH AND SHARE

work for their donations. Knock on doors, attend

WITH LEGISLATORS

Town Hall meetings and get donations from the
people they serve. There are no laws being broken

One of the most important
20 minutes. Dr. Peg Luksik
speaks to a group in SC.
She was one of the experts
that spoke to our Senate in
Sept Remember..she left
them speechless.
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by what they do BUT we all know that because it is
legal doesn't mean it is RIGHT. Our legislators need
to start doing what is RIGHT. I have a complete list
of all legislators and the money they took from SF
but as stated this is just a list of members of the

DR. DUKE PESTA ON THE
NEW STANDARDS LINED
UP AND READY TO GO
Please be sure to listen. He
talks about all the new
standards for other
subjects including the New
Health Standards and
National Sexuality
Standards.
VIDEO
And another short video
from Dr. Pesta.
VIDEO

Education Committees. If you have an old version

DR. PEG LUKSIK

of EXCEL chances are you might not be able to
open this file. REMEMBER Ms. Rhee IS BACK IN

NY ASSEMBLYMAN

BEWARE OF SMOKE AND
MIRRORS

TOWN WITH AN OPEN CHECK BOOK.
SPREADSHEET

CORE BILL
A7994

SPONSORS COMMON
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People are so desperate to

VIDEO Rep. Graf

get Common Core stopped
they are latching on to

HISTORY OF EDUCATION

political smoke and mirror
games. There has not been

If you are interested in an
excellent document by

one state Executive Order

Charlotte Iserbyt tracking

issued to date that will do
anything to stop Common

education up to the mid
90's please send me an

Core. Yet every time one is

email and I will send you a

issued (Mississippi being
the most recent) the press

copy. It is 97 pages but the
type is full caps, the letters

headlines it by leading

are big and lots of spacing.

people to believe the state
has repealed Common

It took me 2 hours to read,
study, digest and highlight

Core. Unless the EO
outright states the

this document. It is quite
an eye opener and you will

Governor is rolling back the

This blog from Mama Bears is filled with a lot of

recognize a lot of what we

clock and putting an
immediate stop to Common

links and in order to get the entire picture I
recommend looking at the links too. If you did not

see today in this
document. It documents

Core standards the EO is

attend the Senate Education Hearings on Common
Core then you missed the rude, arrogant testimony

the use of Choice/Charters

WORTHLESS. Saying they
are going to stop federal
government overreach but
still professing to move
forward with Common Core

of Mr. Petrilli from Gates funded Fordham. Well the
video in this article will give you an idea of what
makes Mr. Petilli tick.

to replace schools of
learning with work force
training centers. It also

DIG A LITTLE DEEPER

has information about
Lamar Alexander in this

is clearly sending the
message that they do not

I cannot express enough times that we are being

document. It was written in
1995.

believe Common Core is a

lied to about Charter Schools. The goal of Charters

federal overreach. So
please be careful. Read

is to privatize our schools and eliminate elected
school boards and when that happens you wil have

ARNE DUNCAN RELEASES
DISCIPLINE POLICY

carefully and between the

NO local or parental control. And where will you go
to complain. Ms. Rhee and Students First surely

Now the federal

lines. It was recently stated
in the news that the
Catholic Diocese in
Wisconsin was no longer
going to implement CC in

won't help you because Ms. Rhee, her X hubby
Kevin Huffman and Chris Barbic (Achievement
School District) are promoting this agenda. This is

government is going to
dictate discipline for our
schools? It is more like a

the FUNDAMENTAL TRANSFORMATION OF

no discipline policy. The
basis is they feel minorities

the Catholic schools and
that is so far from correct.

AMERICAN EDUCATION. These people are federal
change agents. Please do not fall for the lies about

need to be given a pass on
bad behavior. I wonder

They said they were going

poverty and choice. There are way too many people

how long it will before they

to take a look at Common
Core. Here is an article

with their fingers in the education pie and they are
pulling out huge amounts of profit for themselves.

say this too was state led.
If there is money attached I

about Common Core and

The lust for money and power that drives these
people does not care about your children!!!

am sure the states will jump

the recent EO from
Mississippi with the reality
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HALF A TRUTH IS A WHOLE LIE

4 TOUGH CHARTER QUESTIONS

on board. Believe me there
will be strings attached to

of the situation. Ever time i

"encourage" states to

get one of these emails
from people i hate to

comply.
DISCIPLINE POLICY

always be the one to burst
their balloon so I will let

EYE OPENING EXPOSE' ON

this guy do it for me. We

COMMON CORE BY A CA

will face the same battle
here in TN. Too much

TEACHER
This is a must read and

money and power but we
must fight back. State run

share article.
ARTICLE
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assessments that have to
align with national
standards IS NOT THE
ANSWER we will still have
national standards, national
assessments which WILL
drive national curriculum.
ARTICLE

TENNESSEE PARENTS AND TEACHERS TO HAVE A VOICE
If you do not subscribe to this blog I HIGHLY recommend joining. Teachers and parents can send information to this blog
and share with the citizens of Tennessee the truth about what is happening in our schools. Your information Is NEVER
NEVER NEVER shared BUT the blogs are automatically sent to EVERY state Representative and Senator, state Board of
Education, Kevin Huffman and MANY MANY more (identity is stipped). This information has been going to them for a
while so when they say they have no clue or they are not hearing from people that is an outright LIE. I personally send
information to them all the time. And I know many others do too. Problem is they are not interested enough to read the
information. They rely on leadership to tell them what to do. What to vote against and what to vote for!!! And THAT is the
truth. Even as they pound their fists on their desk swearing they are not led they make their own decisions I can tell you
they have their fingers crossed under the desk.
Contact your school and advise them that your child (children) ARE to be excluded from PARCC trial testings. If your
child participates in a PARCC trial why are they not being compensated for trialng PARCC's product? They didn't trial the
Common Core Standards they just shoved them on us. Didn't seem to bother them back when they were signing up for
new standards that weren't even written but now we have to torture our kids (and take away huge amounts of
instructional/learning time) to TRIAL PARCC Assessments? OPT OUT and do it now. I am supposed to get the list of
participating schools by January 14, 2014 BUT there is also a good chance they will tell me I am not entitled to that list so
don't wait around waiting to see if your school is on the list. Call your school Principal and follow it up with an email as
your proof. Send an email and demand a positive email acknowledgement in return.
TENNESSEE PARENTS ARTICLE ON TESTING PREP

Please share this link with your friends so they too can get our newsletter: http://weebly.us4.listmanage2.com/subscribe?u=cd7c62a3844b03a156d2bc105&id=c022c7bec3

follow on Twitter | friend on Facebook | forward to a friend
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